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Abstract
In this thesis, a gravity wave climatology for the altitude range of the airglow
(hydroxyl) layer of 83 to 91km have been made using data from a meteor
radar located at Dragvoll (64,4oN, 10,5oE) in Trondheim. The climatology
stretches from the 9th of September until the 30th of April.
The wave ”activity” results, from the average daily variance in the per-
turbed line of sight velocity, show two minima at the equinoxes and a maxima
between them in mid winters. The results agree with similar studies from
Rothera (68oS) and Esrange (68oN) which is comparable with Trondheim in
latitude.
A case study is made for the 3rd of December comparing wave propaga-
tion directions shown in airglow images with hourly direction plots from the
meteor radar. The comparison shows agreement between the two methods
proving that meteor radars can be used to study preferred wave propagation
directions.
Monthly averaged preferred wave propagation direction results for the
period 9th of September 2012 to the 30th of April 2013, show equatorward
preferred wave propagation direcion during fall, abruptly changing through
end of fall to strictly polewards in November. End of winter through start
of spring shows an equatorwards and westwards preferred wave direction
rotating counter clockwise to equatorwards and eastwards. The results were
comparable with climatologies made with airglow imagers due to the chosen
altitude range. Comparisons showed both agreement and disagreement in
preferred wave propagation direction.

Sammendrag p˚a norsk
Denne oppgaven presenterer en gravitasjonsbølge klimatologi laget med data
fra en meteor-radar som st˚a r p˚a Dragvoll (64,4oN, 10,5oE) i Trondheim.
Høyeden dataen er samlet inn fra er 83 til 91 km, som er samme høyde
hydroxyl-laget i atmospfæren ligger. Klimatologien g˚ar fra 9. september
2012 til 30. april 2013.
Resultatene for bølgeaktivitet, ma˚lt fra variansen i perturbert vindhastiget,
viser minimums punkter ved v˚ar- og høstjevndøgn samt et maksimumspunkt
midt vinters. Resultatene stemmer overens med lignende studier gjort ved
Rothera (68oS) og Esrange (68oN), som begge er sammenlignbare med Trond-
heim p˚a breddegrad.
For 3. desember er data som viser gravitajonsbølger, fra et infrarødt kam-
era som ma˚ler str˚aling fra hydroxyl-laget(”airglow imagers”), sammenlignet
med ”retningsplot” for samme tidsperiode. ”Retningsplot” viser den fore-
trukne bølgeretningen time for time. Resultatene stemmer overens og viser
at data fra en meteor radar kan blir brukt til a˚ bestemme gravitasjonsbølgers
foretrukne propageringsretning.
De ma˚nedlige gjennomsnittlige foretrukket bølge propagerings retnings
resultatene, for perioden 9. september 2012 til 30. april 2013, viser sørlig
foretrukket propagerings retning gjennom høsten. Retningen endres raskt i
slutten av høsten slik at i starten av vinteren er den rett nord. Fra slutten
av vinter til start av v˚ar roterer foretrukket propagerings retning fra sør-
vest, mot klokka, til sør-øst. Resultaten ble sammenlignet med klimatologier
laget med ”airglow imagers” og viste overensstemmelse med en andel av
klimatologiene.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Atmospheric gravity waves can be observed as striped patterns in the clouds,
or felt in an aeroplane when the ride gets bumpy. They have been a studied
phenomena for many years and many of their secrets have been uncovered.
What has yet to be fully understood is how gravity waves behave in
the mesosphere. This is because the mesosphere is an elusive part of the
atmosphere, its density is too low for aeroplanes to fly there and too high for
satellites to orbit in.
Gravity waves carries energy from the lower parts of the atmosphere, up
to the middle and upper parts. It is believed that gravity waves deposit
most of their energy in the mesosphere. The deposited energy drives some
of the large circulations in the upper atmosphere, which again affects the
middle and lower atmosphere’s wind systems. Studying gravity waves in the
mesosphere could therefore result in better understanding of the atmosphere
as a whole.
Over the years, several ground based methods for studying gravity waves
have been developed. In this thesis, a SKiYMET meteor radar is used. The
meteor radar measures the movement and position of ionized air trails left
by thousands of meteors burning up in the upper atmosphere. Data from the
9th of September 2012 until the 30th of April 2013 will be used to create a
gravity wave climatology for Trondheim. The climatology is generated in a
manner such that it can be directly compared with similar studies using an
ariglow imager, to check the validity of the meteor radar.
6
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Chapter 2
Theory
2.1 The atmosphere
The atmosphere is divided into several layers as seen in figure(2.1). At the
bottom is the troposphere, which is where most of the observable weather
phenomena occur. Above the troposphere is the stratosphere where the ozone
layer is found. The mesosphere and lower thermosphere are called the MLT
region and lay on top of the Stratosphere. In this region the periodical waves
of the atmosphere dissipate and deposit their momentum. The different wave
types are planetary waves, solar atmospheric tides and gravity waves. These
waves propagate upwards through the atmosphere connecting the different
layers through momentum and temperature.
8
Figure 2.1:
Illustration of the height and temperature profile of the atmosphere. [16]
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2.1.1 Gravity waves
Gravity waves are created when a parcel of air is moved upwards to a height
where the surrounding density is lower. Gravity will act on the parcel, forcing
it back to equilibrium. The gained speed from the gravitational pull will
make the parcel overshoot its equilibrium and therefore end up in a place
where the surrounding density is higher. Buoyancy forces the wave upwards
again, and an oscillation has begun. Gravity waves are also called Buoyancy
waves. They follow the same concept as water waves, but instead of having a
discreet step in density from water to air, the density decreases continuously
with height.
A gravity wave can be visualized by imagining a corrugated sheet moving
through a fluid, figure(2.2) illustrates this.
Figure 2.2:
Illustration of the physical picture of a gravity wave. [5]
The sheet is moving towards the right with speed C. At point ”A” the air
gets forced vertically by the ”w’-” component and horizontally by the ”u’-”
component. The resulting propagation direction is shown by the diagonal
purple arrow. By forcing the air upwards, a high pressure region will be
made, illustrated by the thick grey line. At point ”B” the opposite will
occur. The corrugation sheet will appear to be falling away, forcing the air
in this region to fall. Pulling the air towards the sheet will generate a low
pressure region, illustrated by the thin broken grey lines.
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The red and blue lines illustrate where the air is hottest and coldest.
Adiabatic processes make the lowest part of the waves warmest and the
highest parts coldest.
The propagation direction of the gravity waves appears to be slightly
downwards towards the right, but since the sheet in point ”A” is forcing air
up and to the right, this becomes the direction of propagation for the energy.
When an air parcel gets forced upwards, the air parcel above will also be
forced upwards, and the one above, and so on.
When propagating vertically the amplitude of the gravity wave increases
with height. Energy is conserved and from equation(2.1) it is clear that the
oscillation amplitude increases as the density decreases
Ek(h) =
1
2
ρ(h)v(h)2
(2.1)
whereρ is the density and h is the height.
When gravity waves reach a certain height, they break due to the am-
plitude getting too large. The critical height is typically somewhere in the
MLT. When a wave breaks, it deposits its momentum, meaning that gravity
waves act as a momentum transporter from the lower and middle parts of
the atmosphere into the mesosphere.
The deposited momentum drives the meridional circulation in the meso-
sphere. This circulation propagate downwards again, affecting the middle
atmosphere. Studying gravity waves in the mesosphere is therefore very im-
portant in order to understand processes in other parts of the atmosphere.
Collecting proper data from the mesosphere is hard because the air den-
sity is too high for satellites to orbit in, but too low for air planes to travel
in. Two ground based methods for observing gravity waves in the MLT will
be described in the next chapter.
2.1.2 Tides in the mesosphere
In this thesis the semi diurnal tide will be encountered as a background
wind that needs to be removed from the data. It is therefore necessary to
understand how it behaves.
The earth rotates at a diurnal cycle. Any point in the atmosphere is
therefore subject to diurnal cycled solar radiation (a forcing). If the radiation
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is absorbed and then released as heat, the solar heating will have the same
cycle as the forcing. The radiation can either be absorbed by ozone in the
stratosphere or by water vapour in the troposphere. The heat distribution
(the response) J(t) can be written as a Fourier decomposition, done by Jeffery
M. Forbes[18] shown in equation(3.1)
J(t) =
N∑
n=0
An(θ, z, λ)cos(nΩt− φn(θ, z))
(2.2)
where Ω = 2pi
24
and t is in hours. The different terms of equation(3.1)
(n = 1, 2, 3...) is the diurnal-, semidiurnal-, terdiurnal tide and so on. Gen-
erally it is the diurnal component that is the largest, but at higher latitudes
(like Trondheim) the semidiurnal component dominates. The reason is the
seasonal changes in the solar radiation cycle.
The amplitude of the tides in the mesosphere is also season dependent.
Seasonal winds and waves in the lower parts of the atmosphere affect the
tides as they propagate up towards the mesosphere.
12

Chapter 3
Instruments
3.1 Airglow imaging of gravity waves
The hydroxyl radical (OH) is produced naturally in the atmosphere during
night time by the following reaction:
H +O3 → OH∗ +O2
(3.1)
where only the highest vibrational levels of OH∗ are produced. Hydroxyl
in lower vibrational levels are produced by collisional quenching or cascading.
When the molecules cascade through lower levels, light in the infrared and
near-infrared region is produced. This is the strongest source of light in the
sky during the night.
At the mesopause, about 87 km in altitude, lies a hydroxyl emission layer
with a thickness of about 8 km. When gravity waves propagate through this
layer they can be seen with an airglow imager, as shown in figure(3.1).
14
Figure 3.1:
Example picture from the airglow imager at Dragvoll Trondheim. The
image is taken 3rd of December 18:32:03.
The airglow imaging technique was, for a long time, the only method for
visualizing gravity waves. By measuring multiple images closely spaced in
time (to avoid aliasing), the relative amplitude and propagation direction of
the gravity wave can be directly observed.
Propagation direction can also be determined by inspecting just one im-
age. Figure(3.1) shows a gravity wave propagating towards the bottom left
(in the image). The waves appear strongest in the direction they are propa-
gating. This is because gravity waves have tilted phase fronts. On the upper
right part of figure(3.1) the phase fronts are almost perpendicular to the line
of sight, meaning the fluctuation in the airglow layer can not be seen. Moving
upwards in the image, the phase fronts get more and more parallel with the
line of sight, and the perturbations in the hydroxyl layer can be observed.
There is however disadvantages in using an airglow imager when trying
to do a climatology of gravity waves. First, they can only be used at night,
making it impossible to get continuous data for more than twelve to fourteen
hours at a time (depending on latitude and season). An airglow imager also
doesn’t work if it’s cloudy, adding a randomness to any time series of data.
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In this thesis, case studies will compare results from the meteor radar
with days when gravity waves are observed with airglow imager located at
the same place as the radar.
3.2 The SKiYMET meteor radar
The meteor radar used in this thesis is a SKiYMET radar located at Dragvoll
in Trondheim (64,4oN, 10,5oE). The radar consists of eight transmitting an-
tennas and five receiving antennas as shown in figure(3.2). Transmitting
antennas sample at about 1 kHz. Sampling signal has a set frequency of
34, 21 MHz and a wave length (λ) of about 9 m.
Figure 3.2:
Set up of the meteor radar.
The transmitters are set up in an octagon, displaced by λ from its nearest
neighbours. They are set to focus the majority of the transmitted power into
a zenith angle between 20◦ and 50◦. The set up also causes destructive
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interference for every 45◦ azimuthal angle (0◦ being strictly eastwards) and
constructive interference in between. See figures (3.3) and (4.2).
Figure 3.3:
Distribution of the radiated power of the radar in dB. [14]
The Receivers are set up in a cross with the fifth antenna in the center.
Two receivers are placed 2, 5λ from the center receiver while the other two,
2λ (see figure(3.2)). This set up makes it possible for the radar to determine
where on the sky a detection is made. By comparing phase differences on
the two receiving antenna pairs, the software predicts several positions (in
azimuthal and zenith angle) for each meteor. The position with the lowest
error is chosen as the correct position, given that the lowest error is below a
certain value. If two or more positions obtain the same lowest error, then the
meteor is reported as ambiguous. In this thesis all meteors with ambiguity
> 1 are ignored.
A meteor radar measures ionised trails created by meteors burning up in
the upper atmosphere. The trails last for up to four seconds in which they
drift with the winds. Since the meteor is sampling at 1 kHz it measures lots
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of positions as the trail its moving. From these position readings the meteor
radar measures the line of sight velocity of the meteor trail hence also the
line of sight velocity of the wind.
Meteors burn up at different heights. In this thesis (83 - 91) km is the
height interval of interest. This is where the airglow layer is; see section(3.1).
Meteors are detected at all times. The meteor detection frequency is
highest in the morning, and lowest in the evening,(see the ”(a) Meteor Flux”
plot in figure(4.1)). The reason is that the earth rotates around its own axis
as well as around the sun. In the morning the radar is tilted in the same
direction as the orbital velocity of the earth. Since meteors are particles or
bodies in space that collide with the earth, the flux of meteors is bigger when
the radar is tilted in the direction of earth’s orbital velocity. It is the same
concept as blowing dusty air through a filter. The dust will gather on the
surface that faces the air velocity.
The number of meteors detected in 24 hours is on average about 15000,
but varies on a daily basis. Meteor showers for example, can give a lot of
data one day, but the variation also depends on the season. For example
in autumn, on the northern hemisphere the earth’s axis is tilted towards
the orbital velocity of the earth, which causes an increase in meteor flux.
The density of meteors in earth’s orbit is not constant which also affects the
seasonal change in meteor flux. Figure(3.4) shows the daily meteor count
rated from a similar meteor radars located at Juliusruh (540N) and Andenes
((690N)) between November 1999 and April 2004. From figure(3.4) it can be
seen that there are most meteors during summer and least during winter.
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Figure 3.4:
The seasonal changes in meteors detected per day. [8]
The data files recorded by the radar contain several parameters. Each
parameter with a short description is shown in figure(3.5).
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Figure 3.5:
Parameters measured by the meteor radar.[9]
A meteor data file is shown in figure(3.6).
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Figure 3.6:
Part of a data file generated by the SKiYMET meteor radar.
Important parameters in this project are Time, the time a meteor is
recorded, Ht, the altitude of the meteor trail, Rge the distance from the
radar to the meteor in kilometres and Vrad the meteor line of sight veloc-
ity (which will be explained below). Theta and Phi0 are respectively the
meteors azimuth and zenith angles, together with Rge they form a spherical
coordinate system. ambig tells whether or not a meteor is ambiguous, if its
value is 1 the recorded meteor is unambiguous, while for 2 or more its am-
biguous and the meteors position can not be determined with 100 percent
accuracy.
The Vrad is the line of sight velocity. It is the component of the meteors
velocity that is parallel to the transmitted beam. An illustration is made in
figure(3.7a). The coloured arrows show the velocity of different meteor trails,
as well as the measured line of the line of sight velocities. In later plots red
dots will mean positive line of sight velocity, the ionised trail moving away
from the radar, while Blue dots mean negative line of sight velocity and the
trail moves towards the radar.
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(a)Meteors burning up in the atmosphere
and an illustration of the concept of line
of sight velocity
(b) Illustration of a propagating gravity
wave and how variance in line of sight
velocity vary with position. [7]
General concepts of the line of sight velocity
Figure(3.7b) shows a radar in one plane with two transmitting antennas.
A gravity wave is passing from left to right. The radar measures the wave
in three different locations getting different results for the perturbed line of
sight velocity in each measurement. The wave to the left will have a measured
perturbed line of sight velocity of ∼ 0 since the beam is almost perpendicular
to the phase front. The beam measuring the wave to the right will however
measure large positive and negative line of sight velocities, since this beam
is almost parallel to the phase front. The middle beam measures a line of
sight velocity which is somewhere in between the the other two.
Variance in the line of sight velocity
The best way to study gravity waves when using data from a meteor radar,
is to look at the variance in the line of sight velocity. When a wave is prop-
agating over the radar as in figure(3.7b), a large variance will be measured
in the direction the wave is propagating. The reason is, that as the waves
pass over the radar, both the positive and negative line of sight velocities in-
creases due to the tilted phase fronts. If there is no wave activity, the radar
only measures a line of sight velocity due to the background wind and the
variance will be constant.
22

Chapter 4
Data analysis
4.1 Meteor radar data
The following plots are generated from data collected by the SKiYMET me-
teor radar situated at Dragvoll, Trondheim the 10th of September 2012.
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Figure 4.1:
Angular distribution plot, meteor flux graph and height distribution graph
from 10th of September 2012, generated by the SKiYMET meteor radar
software [10]
Figure(4.1) shows the data that is recorded by the meteor radar. The
”Meteor Flux” graph ”(a)” displays the diurnal change in meteor flux. The
blue line displays the flux of unambiguous meteors, while the red displays
the flux of ambiguous meteors.”(b)” is the ”Angular Distribution” plot which
shows how the meteors are distributed over the field of view in spherical coor-
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dinates. The red dots represents ambiguous readings the blue unambiguous
readings. ”Height Distribution”, ”(c)”, shows the meteor density as a func-
tion of height. It spikes at 90km and is a normal distribution. In this thesis
the area of interest will be from (83− 91)km, as this is symmetric above and
below the Hydroxyl layer located at 87km.
4.1.1 Treating the raw data
The raw data, that the meteor radar receives, needs to be treated before it
can be analysed. In this project Matlab R2011a was used to treat the raw
data and make the plots. The data files created by the radar is received
as a .mpd file, an example of which is presented in figure(3.6). In Matlab,
all ambiguous meteor and all meteors not within height range (83 − 91)km
are filtered out. The remaining meteors’ positions, in zenith- and azimuthal
angle (θ and ϕ) are converted to cartesian coordinates (x and y) and plotted;
Figure (4.2).
Figure 4.2:
The plot shows all the meteors the SKYiMET radar detected the 10th of
September 2012. The x-axis goes from west to east, while the y-axis goes
from south to north. (0, 0) is Zenith above Trondheim.
Figure(4.2) is similar to the ”Angular Distribution” in figure(4.1), but the
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coordinate system is changed. The meteors close to the edges are more spread
out in the cartesian coordinate system. The reason for changing coordinate
system is that a cartesian coordinate system is more suited when visualizing
wave activity than a polar coordinate system.
Figure 4.3:
The figure shows all the meteors the SKYiMET radar detected the 10th of
September 2012 divided into six fractions with four hours worth of data in
each individual sub plot. The colors represent the line of sight velocity of a
meteor which goes from +70(m/s) (red) to −70(m/s) (blue). The axis
represent the same as in figure(4.2).
A plot of meteors with their corresponding line of sight velocity is shown
in figure(4.3). The data set containg 24 hours of data is divided into six
fractions containing four hours of data.
It can be seen from figure(4.3), that there is a uniform line of sight velocity
pointing in one direction over the entire field of view. This is the background
wind caused primarily by the semi diurnal tide. By inspecting figure(4.3)
it is possible to see the twelve hour cyclic behaviour of the semi diurnal
tide. The upper and lower plots in figure(4.3) have the same direction of
their background wind. Since each plot represents four hours, then plot one
through three should be one cycle, which it is.
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4.2 Background wind
4.2.1 Making a fitting routine
To be able to measure gravity waves the background wind due to primarily
semi diurnal tide has to be removed from the plots. In this thesis a fit was
generated to get an estimated value for the zonal (~U) and meridional (~V )
component of the background wind.
To make the fit, it was assumed that the background wind was uniform
and homogeneous over the entire field of view.
f(ϕ, θ) = (~U cos(ϕ) sin(θ) + ~V sin(ϕ) sin(θ))
(4.1)
Equation(4.1) is the function used to generate the fit. To validate the fit,
the ~U and ~V component is plotted for different heights at hourly intervals
over an entire day. If the fit is good the plots should agree with the plots
generated by the radar.
4.2.2 Testing the fit
Figure(4.4) shows what the estimated fit for the background wind velocity
components. Figure(4.5) is a plot generated by the SKiYMET’s software for
the same time and height intervals as the fit was made for.
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Figure 4.4:
The estimated ~U and ~V plotted every hour for 24 hours for different heights
, starting from 82 km at the bottom, increasing stepwise up to 98 km at the
two top plots.
By comparing figures(4.4) and (4.5), it is clear that the fit is good. The
peaks and troughs occur at the same time and the phase gets slightly shifted
backwards as the height increases. The overall shape of the curves also match.
Error bars represent a 95 percent confidence interval.
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Figure 4.5:
The measured ~U and ~V plotted every hour for 24 hours for different heights
, starting from 82 km at the bottom, increasing stepwise up to 98 km at the
two top plots.[11]
4.2.3 Removing the background wind
After getting the fitted function it was possible to remove the estimated
values for (~U) and (~V ) from each meteors line of sight velocity. This was
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done using equation(4.2)
∆LOS = LOS − (~U cos(ϕ) sin(θ) + ~V sin(ϕ) sin(θ)),
(4.2)
where θ and ϕ correspond to the positions of the meteors and ∆LOS is the
meteors’ perturbed line of sight velocity. To get the best data possible, the
parameter θ (the zenith angle) was restricted to (0-60)◦. 24 hours worth of
data was divided into 23 plots, each fit made with 3 hours of data while
only plotting the hour in the middle. Each fit overlaps the previous and the
next fit by one hour, meaning the first plot has fitted data from 00:00 until
03:00, while only showing meteors from 01:00 until 02:00. The next plot has
a fit made with data from 01:00 to 04:00 and plots the meteors from 02:00
to 03:00. The reason for the fits overlapping was to get as much data as
possible to reduce the error in the fitting routine.
The background wind is removed in height intervals of 2 km to reduce the
error. The fit converges towards certain values as the intervals get smaller.
An interval of 2 km was chosen based on running time of the matlab script
as well as making certain there was enough meteors in each interval to get a
good fit.
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Figure 4.6:
Meteor plot perturbed line of sight velocity from September 10th, 2012. Top
left plot is meteors from 01:00 to 02:00 fitted from 00:00 to 03:00, middle
plot from 02:00 to 03:00 all the way to bottom right: 12:00 to 13:00. All
times in CET
Figure(4.6) is an example of a meteor plot where the background wind
has been removed. The colors on each dot now represent the perturbed line
of sight velocity primarily due to gravity waves. The color bar was set to
±30m
s
to better display areas with larger variance in the perturbed line of
velocities which means wave activity.
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Figure 4.7:
Variance plot for the 10th of September with different vertical resolutions
for the fitting routine.
Figure(4.7) is an hourly mean variance plot, where the variance in line
of sight velocity has been measured over the entire field of view. The red
line with the largest values corresponds to the variance in the line of sight
velocity before the background wind has been removed. The blue line just
below shows the variance of the perturbed line of sight velocity where the
fit was made to the entire set of data at once, so its vertical resolution was
8 kilometres. The one below had its fit made to two height intervals each
of 4 kilometres. The three remaining blue lines has from top to bottom
vertical resolutions of 2 kilometres, 1 and 0,5 kilometre. It is clear from
figure(4.7) that the three smallest vertical resolutions are all very close to
the best possible fit. Which again is why a vertical resolution of 2 kilometres
was chosen.
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4.3 Total variance and net directional vari-
ance
After the data has been filtered and background wind removed, measures of
gravity wave behaviour can be made. In this thesis 2 measures of gravity
wave behaviour will be done, one gives wave ”activity”, the other wave di-
rection. The 2 methods are respectively the total variance method and the
net directional variance method.
4.3.1 Total variance
The total variance method consist of measuring the variance in the perturbed
line of sight velocity over the entire field of view hour by hour. This gives the
hourly wave ”activity” which is shown for September the 10th in figure(4.8).
Figure 4.8: Total variance plot on hourly time scale from the 10th of Septem-
ber. Time is in CET (Central European standard time)
The time period at which the total variance will be looked at in this
thesis is daily. This means that the hourly variance needs to be averaged
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24 hours at a time. Variances form a ”log-normal” distribution, so they
can’t be averaged as they are measured. To average variances, the logarithm
needs to be taken on the entire data set. This makes the distribution into a
”normal” distribution. After averaging, the data is converted back by taking
the exponential, see e.g. Mithcell and Beldon [2]. The resulting average daily
variance plot is shown in figure(5.1).
4.3.2 Net directional variance
The net directional variance is found by evaluating the variance in one half of
the sky (for example the upper half in figure(4.2)), then subtracting it from
the variance of the other (bottom) half. This can be done in eight directions
and plotted hour by hour. Net directional variance plots display both wave
direction as well as wave strength. Figure(4.9) shows a net variance plot
from September the 10th.
Figure 4.9:
Net variance in line of sight velocity plotted as a function of azimuthal
angle and time for 10th of September.
The yellow and red spots in figure(4.9) represents positive net variance.
These areas show propagation direction and strength of wave activity at a
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certain time. Figure(4.9) shows little wave activity until 22:00 when there is
a sudden burst in wave activity towards the east for 1 and a half hour.
This thesis is a climatology with 234 days worth of meteor data. The net
variance plots work well for 24 hours at a time, but for more than five days
they become messy. The solution was to run through each hour extracting
the direction corresponding to the largest ”net variance” value. The resulting
plots shows the most preferred wave direction as a dot for each hour.
Figure 4.10:
Direction plot from September 10th.
It can be seen by comparing figure(4.9) and figure(4.10) that the preferred
wave activity matches. The direction plots are not restricted to an hourly
time scale, but can be measured for any give time period. This is done by
looking at directions for the wanted time series of T hours and using the
modal wave direction as the preferred wave direction.
In this thesis the direction plots will be looked at in time series of hourly,
daily and weekly.
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Chapter 5
Results and discussion
5.1 Total variance
The result obtained from the total variance method is a log-normal averaged
daily variance plot for 234 days. It shows how the wave ”activity” in the
airglow layer over Trondheim has varied from start of fall until mid spring.
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Figure 5.1:
The log-normal averaged daily variance plot from 9th of September until the
30th of April
The resulting figure(5.1) show two minima in variance around the equinoxes
and a maxima between them mid winters. Figure(5.2) shows the monthly
mean variance in perturbed line of sight velocity measured by meteor radars
at Rothera (68oS) in the Antarctica and Esrange (68oN) in the Artic [3].
The time axis is six months shiftet on the plot from Rothera to make the
plots comparable. By inspecting the monthly average variance between 86
and 88 km in both of the plots in figure(5.2) it is clear that the seasonal
change in wave ”activity” is the same as in figure(5.1). Since the latitudes
of the meteor radars in Rothera and Esrange are similar to Trondheim’s, the
comparison confirms that the total variance method gives correct results.
Another thing to notice in figure (5.1) is the dip in variance start to mid
January. This could possibly be related to the sudden stratospheric warming
on 6th of January 2013, but is beyond this thesis to be discussed.
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Figure 5.2:
Climatologies of monthly wave activity over a) Rothera and b) Esrange [3]
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5.2 Net directional variance; Case studies and
results
5.2.1 Comparison with airglow imager
Before the direction plots for the 234 day period are presented, they will be
compared to other methods to make sure they work. The first case study is
from the 3rd of December 2012, when large gravity waves were observed by
the airglow imager at Dragvoll, Trondheim.
(a) 16:32:32 (b) 17:03:22 (c) 17:30:21
(d) 18:01:12 (e) 18:32:03 (f) 18:59:02
(g) 19:29:38 (h) 20:00:29 (i) 20:31:18
Figure 5.3: Time series of airglow images from December 3rd 2012. Direc-
tions are shown in the top left image. Time is in CET.
Figure(5.3) shows the wave activity recorded by the airglow imager at
Dragvoll on December the 3rd. From the figure it is possible to conclude that
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the wave activity starts at 17:30 (5.3c). The waves propagate east to south
east from 18:00 until atleast 19:00. This is shown in pictures (5.3d),(5.3e)
and (5.3f). The wave direction then changes direction to south west for one
hour, pictures (5.3g),(5.3h) and (5.3i).
Figure 5.4:
Net direction variance plot from December the 3rd. The two vertical black
lines represent the time period of 18:00 until 20:30.
The net directional variance plot shown in figure(5.4) shows little to no
wave activity during the morning. There is a little burst to the south around
11:00, before a huge burst can be seen at 17:30 in the south east direction.
The burst lasts for about 2 hours and is mostly south east and east. When
the initial burst fades a wave activity rotation towards south west can be
seen between 19:00 and 21:00. This is in good agreement with what was seen
by the airglow imager in figure(5.3).
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Figure 5.5:
Direction plot from December the 3rd. The two vertical black lines represent
the time period of 18:00 until 20:30.
Figure(5.5) is the resulting direction plot from December 3rd. By inspect-
ing the time of interest between the two vertical black lines it is possible to
see that the directions agree with what is seen in figure(5.3) by the airglow
imager. This is expected, since the direction plots are made from the data
used in the net directional variance plots, which also agreed with the airglow
imager.
We can conclude from this analysis that the meteor radar sees a burst
of wave activity at the same time as the airglow imager with a propagation
direction similar to the wave activity seen in the airglow imager.
5.2.2 Comparison with meteor plots
The other case study method is to look at areas in hourly direction plots
where there is a constant preferred propagation direction. They represent
a longer period of time where the wave activity is strongest one certain di-
rection. By comparing the direction of a horizontal line in a direction plot
with a meteor plot, it should be possible to see a larger variance in the given
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direction at the given time in the meteor plot. Variance in meteor plots can
be seen as higher density of red and blue dots in a certain direction.
By inspecting the last sub plot in figure(5.9), there is a straight hori-
zontal line on the 17th of December. Direction plot of this day is shown in
figure(5.6).
Figure 5.6: Direction plot from 17th of December.
The area of interest is as marked by the red vertical lines from 3 am until
9 am where the preferred wave direction is strictly north for the entire period.
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Figure 5.7: Meteor plot of the 12 first hours from the 17th of December. Top
left is from 01:00 to 02:00, top mid from 02:00 to 03:00 and so on until
bottom right which is centred at 12:00 to 13:00.
Looking at the meteor plot in figure(5.7), the northern(upper) half of
the plots have a larger variance in the line of sight velocity than the south-
ern(lower) half from 03:00 to 09:00. In the plots for the 2 first hours, 01:00
to 03:00, it is also possible to spot that the variance is largest towards the
east, which also agrees with the direction plot.
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From this analysis it is possible to conclude that the directions observed in
the direction plots agree with the variance, primarily caused by wave activity,
seen in the meteor plots.
5.2.3 Hourly time series
The following results are the hourly time series of the preferred wave direction
for the entire data set from the 9th of September 2012 to the 30th of April
2013. The data is presented as the previous direction plots but also stacked
on top of itself three times. This was done to better see continuous preferred
wave direction rotations as the one showed by ”(c)” in figure(5.9).
The hourly direction plots show the continuous wave directions changes
caused by diurnal and semi-diurnal changes in the atmosphere, hence the
tides. Several cases marked in red boxes are shown in the following figures
displaying tides, noise and constant preferred wave direction.
Figure 5.8: Hourly direction plot from September 9th until 2th of November
”(a)” represents a time period of almost 2 days where there is a relatively
stable wave direction. ”(b)” on the other hand shows a semi-diurnal counter
clockwise rotation for the first 12 hours of February 5th, before it becomes a
semi-diurnal clockwise rotation rest of the day.
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Figure 5.9: Hourly direction plot from 2th of November until 26th of Decem-
ber
The red box with the ”(c)” label shows 2 day constant semi-diurnal
counter clockwise rotation, and ”(d)” shows a time period where there is
no particular preferred pattern for one hour to the next (noise). Areas with
no preferred propagation direction patters can mean 2 things, either there
are no waves, or there are a lot of waves propagating in different direction.
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Figure 5.10: Hourly direction plot from 26th of December until 18th of Febru-
ary
”(e)” shows a very rapidly clockwise rotating wave direction, faster than
semi-diurnal. Could possibly be caused by the ter-dirunal tide.
Figure 5.11: Hourly Direction plot from 18th of February until 13th of April.
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A counter clockwise diurnal rotation can be seen in ”(f)”, while a strictly
south eastwards preferred wave propagation direction for 10 to 15 hours is
shown in ”(g)”.
Figure 5.12: Hourly Direction plot from 13th of April until 1st of May.
5.2.4 Daily and weekly time series
Daily- and weekly direction plots were also made. The method consisted
of taking the modal direction in one day or one week and use as the corre-
sponding direction. The results are plots showing the most preferred wave
direction for each day or each week.
Figure 5.13: Daily direction plot from 9th of September to 1st of May
As with the hourly direction plots, figure(5.13) display some continuous
directional changes in the preferred wave activity. The time period at which
these changes occur are much longer than the changes in the hourly direction
plots. Directional rotations shown in figure(5.13) will therefore correspond to
periodic changes in the scale of several days. Phenomena in the atmosphere
causing this behaviour could be planetary waves.
In figure(5.13) ”(a)” marks a time period of several days where the pre-
ferred wave direction is relatively stable due south. ”(b)” shows a week long
clockwise rotation while ”(c)” looks mostly like noise. ”(d)” starts with 4
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days strictly south west into a rapid week long counter clockwise rotation
into a slow clockwise rotation.
Figure 5.14: Weekly direction plot from 9th of September to 1st of May
Figure(5.14) displays a seasonal behaviour of the wave directions and all
traces of tides and short period planetary waves are gone. The preferred
gravity wave propagation direction is strictly south during autumn before
getting more northwards during winter and then back to south again at the
end of the winter. From the start of March until end of March it seems rotate
clockwise 360o from south to south again, while at the start of April it seems
to start rotating anticlockwise.
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5.3 Average monthly wave vectors
Figure 5.15:
Average monthly wave vector plot.
As a final result in this thesis is the average monthly wave vector plot shown
in figure(5.15). Combining the direction plots with the variance plots, it
shows the net wave activity and direction for each month from September
2012 until April 2013. The dashed blue arrows represent the standard error
in the x and y direction.
The plot shows a southward preferred wave direction during the fall,
rotating clockwise towards north in the start of winter. End of winter to
start of spring shows a south-westwards propagation direction rotating anti-
clockwise to south-east.
As the analysis has been restricted to altitudes corresponding to the air-
glow layer, the results presented here (5.15) should be directly comparable
with airglow imager climatologies of gravity wave strength and direction.
The next step is therefore to compare the results seen in figure(5.15) with
results obtained by airglow imagers.
For example at Xinglong (40,2oN, 117,4oE) in northern China, where Li,
Q et al. (2011)[19] observed a south westwards wave direction preference
during the winter 2009/2010. This agrees with my result, where the three
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vectors for December, January and February all have a westwards component,
also summing the meridional components of the vectors would result in a
southwards going vector giving my winter a south westwards preferred wave
propagation direction.
A quick not before the next comparison: Many of the papers have results
from the southern hemisphere. To be able to compare these results with mine,
the months are shifted by 6 (e.g. November in the northern hemisphere is
comparable with June in the southern), and the meridional components are
in agreement when they are opposite, e.g. North is polewards in the northern
hemisphere and south is polewards in the southern hemisphere.
Nielsen, K. et al. (2009)[20] at Halley, Antarctica (76oS, 27oW) observed
wave propagation directions to be mostly westwards during fall, poleward
during winter and eastwards during spring. These results partly agrees with
mine. The zonal directions match, as my results also show a tendency towards
west during the fall, and eastwards during the spring. The poleward preferred
wave direction during winter however is completely opposite of my result.
Espy, P.J. et al. (2006)[22][23] observed at both Rothera(67oS, 68oW)
and Halley (76oS, 27oW) a seasonal preferred wave direction rotating from
north west to south west during winter. The zonal direction agrees with my
result in this case, but the meridional directions are completely opposite.
Mereidos, A.F. et al. (2003)[24] observered from Cachoeira Paulista,
Brazil(23oS, 45oW) a north westwards propagation direction during winter
as well as abrupt changes in the directions around the equinoxes. In this
case the meridional propagation direction agrees with my result. Any abrupt
change in wave direction around equinoxes can however not be seen in fig-
ure(5.15). This could be due to the vectors being averaged over an entire
month. Inspecting figure(5.14), which has a smaller time resolution, it is
possible to see some abrupt changes in directions mid November and start of
March. This is in agreement for the spring equinox, but the abrupt change
during fall comes after the equinox in my results.
Some papers only presented results for the summer months. These are
not comparable with my results, but will be presented briefly anyway.
Paulet, PD et al. (2005)[21] observed from two different locations in
northern Australia; Wyndham (15,5oS, 128,1oE) and Katherine (14,5oS, 132,3oE),
during a ten day period in November, (the first summer month,) 2001 that
3
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of the wave activity was propagating southwards (polewards).
Taylor, M.J. et al. (1993)[27] observed northwards (polewards) and east-
wards wave directions during the summer months. The observations were
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made from Mountain Research Station (40oN, 106o W, 3050 m), near Ned-
erland, Colorado.
Gravity wave climatologies have also previously been done using meteor
radars. The data analysis differs from mine, but the results are comparable.
Fritts, D.C. et al. (2010)[25] has made a climatology using The South-
ern Argentina Agile Meteor Radar (SAAMER), located on Tierra del Fuego
(53.8oS). The results agrees with mine for fall and spring with north east
during September and north west during March. During winter Fritts, D.C
et al. sees the propagation direction to be north east wards. The meridional
component agrees with my results but the zonal is completely opposite.
Hocking, W.K. (2005)[26] measures the average zonal wave direction for
the period April 2002 until January 2005. The radar used to generate the
results is a SKiYMET meteor radar located at Socorro, New Mexico, in the
USA (34oN, 107oW). At 87km, Hocking’s results show a clear tendency to
eastwards propagation direction during winter and west wards during sum-
mer. His results show the opposite directions compared to mine.
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Chapter 6
Summary and future work
In this thesis a meteor radar located at Dragvoll (64,4oN, 10,5oE) in Trond-
heim has been used to make a gravity wave climatology for the autumn to
spring season 2012/13. The gravity wave climatology consisted of both a
wave direction study as well as a wave activity study. Wave directions were
determined by measuring the variance in the perturbed line of sight velocity
in one half of the sky and then subtracting if from the variance in the other
half. The wave activity results were made looking at the variance in the per-
turbed line of sight velocity over the entire field of view. Both wave activity
and directions were looked at in different time series, from hourly, daily and
weekly. As a final result in this thesis a monthly average wave vector plot
was made, combining both studies.
Comparing the results achieved in this thesis with results in similar stud-
ies using an airglow imager shows both agreement and disagreement. Both
methods have advantages and disadvantages over the other. The airglow
imager observed the wave direction directly, which can not be done with the
meteor radar. An airglow imager is however only operational during night
time with a clear sky. The meteor radar can run 24 hours 365 days a year.
A meteor radar can also be used to quantify wave activity which is more
difficult with an airglow imager.
Future work could consist of doing a more thorough study of the hourly
direction plots. Look at the different continuous changes and try and find
the corresponding tide, wave or maybe something else. Another interesting
study would be to look at the noisy areas in the direction plots and see if
there is any correlation between them and the wave activity. As a final thing,
it would be interesting to take a closer look at the variance dip in figure(5.1)
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around start of January and see if it is a stratwarming causing it.
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Appendix A
Results presented at EGU 2013
Some of the results in this thesis were presented at the European Geosciences
Union General Assembly 2013 in Vienna; http://www.egu2013.eu/home.html.
Figure(A.1) on the next page shows a pdf that was presented at the
EGU 2013. The right part of the sheet (after turning this thesis 90o counter
clockwise) shows both the case study of 3rd of December, comparing meteor
radar results with an airglow imager, as well as direction plots and total
variance plots.
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h
a
t y
o
u
r p
o
ste
r w
ill lo
o
k
 lik
e
 w
h
e
n
 p
rin
te
d
, 
se
t th
e
 z
o
o
m
 to
 1
0
0
%
 a
n
d
 e
v
a
lu
a
te
 th
e
 q
u
a
lity
 o
f a
ll y
o
u
r g
ra
p
h
ic
s b
e
fo
re
 y
o
u
 
su
b
m
it y
o
u
r p
o
ste
r fo
r p
rin
tin
g
. 
 U
sin
g
 th
e
 p
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
rs 
To
 a
d
d
 te
x
t to
 th
is te
m
p
la
te
 c
lic
k
 in
sid
e
 a
 p
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
r a
n
d
 ty
p
e
 in
 o
r p
a
ste
 y
o
u
r 
te
x
t. To
 m
o
v
e
 a
 p
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
r, c
lic
k
 o
n
 it o
n
c
e
 (to
 se
le
c
t it), p
la
c
e
 y
o
u
r c
u
rso
r o
n
 
its fra
m
e
 a
n
d
 y
o
u
r c
u
rso
r w
ill c
h
a
n
g
e
 to
 th
is sy
m
b
o
l:         T
h
e
n
, c
lic
k
 o
n
c
e
 a
n
d
 
d
ra
g
 it to
 its n
e
w
 lo
c
a
tio
n
 w
h
e
re
 y
o
u
 c
a
n
 re
siz
e
 it a
s n
e
e
d
e
d
. A
d
d
itio
n
a
l 
p
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
rs c
a
n
 b
e
 fo
u
n
d
 o
n
 th
e
 le
ft sid
e
 o
f th
is te
m
p
la
te
. 
 M
o
d
ify
in
g
 th
e
 la
y
o
u
t 
T
h
is te
m
p
la
te
 h
a
s fo
u
r d
iffe
re
n
t  
c
o
lu
m
n
 la
y
o
u
ts.   R
ig
h
t-c
lic
k
 y
o
u
r  
m
o
u
se
 o
n
 th
e
 b
a
c
k
g
ro
u
n
d
 a
n
d
  
c
lic
k
 o
n
 “
L
a
yo
u
t”
 to
 se
e
 th
e
 
 la
y
o
u
t o
p
tio
n
s.  T
h
e
 c
o
lu
m
n
s in
  
th
e
 p
ro
v
id
e
d
 la
y
o
u
ts a
re
 fix
e
d
 a
n
d
  c
a
n
n
o
t b
e
 m
o
v
e
d
 b
u
t a
d
v
a
n
c
e
d
 u
se
rs c
a
n
 
m
o
d
ify
 a
n
y
 la
y
o
u
t b
y
 g
o
in
g
 to
 V
IE
W
 a
n
d
 th
e
n
 S
L
ID
E
 M
A
S
T
E
R
. 
 Im
p
o
rtin
g
 te
x
t a
n
d
 g
ra
p
h
ic
s fro
m
 e
x
te
rn
a
l so
u
rc
e
s 
T
E
X
T
: P
a
ste
 o
r ty
p
e
 y
o
u
r te
x
t in
to
 a
 p
re
-e
x
istin
g
 p
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
r o
r d
ra
g
 in
 a
 n
e
w
 
p
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
r fro
m
 th
e
 le
ft sid
e
 o
f th
e
 te
m
p
la
te
. M
o
v
e
 it a
n
y
w
h
e
re
 a
s n
e
e
d
e
d
. 
P
H
O
T
O
S
: D
ra
g
 in
 a
 p
ic
tu
re
 p
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
r, siz
e
 it first, c
lic
k
 in
 it a
n
d
 in
se
rt a
 p
h
o
to
 
fro
m
 th
e
 m
e
n
u
. 
T
A
B
L
E
S
: Yo
u
 c
a
n
 c
o
p
y
 a
n
d
 p
a
ste
 a
 ta
b
le
 fro
m
 a
n
 e
x
te
rn
a
l d
o
c
u
m
e
n
t o
n
to
 th
is 
p
o
ste
r te
m
p
la
te
. To
 a
d
ju
st  th
e
 w
a
y
 th
e
 te
x
t fits w
ith
in
 th
e
 c
e
lls o
f a
 ta
b
le
 th
a
t 
h
a
s b
e
e
n
 p
a
ste
d
, rig
h
t-c
lic
k
 o
n
 th
e
 ta
b
le
, c
lic
k
 F
O
R
M
A
T
 S
H
A
P
E
  th
e
n
 c
lic
k
 o
n
 
T
E
X
T
 B
O
X
 a
n
d
 c
h
a
n
g
e
 th
e
 IN
T
E
R
N
A
L M
A
R
G
IN
 v
a
lu
e
s to
 0
.2
5
 
 M
o
d
ify
in
g
 th
e
 c
o
lo
r sc
h
e
m
e
 
To
 c
h
a
n
g
e
 th
e
 c
o
lo
r sc
h
e
m
e
 o
f th
is te
m
p
la
te
 g
o
 to
 th
e
 “
D
e
sig
n
”
 m
e
n
u
 a
n
d
 c
lic
k
 
o
n
 “
C
o
lo
rs”
. Yo
u
 c
a
n
 c
h
o
o
se
 fro
m
 th
e
 p
ro
vid
e
 c
o
lo
r c
o
m
b
in
a
tio
n
s o
r y
o
u
 c
a
n
 
c
re
a
te
 y
o
u
r o
w
n
. 
    
 
 
 
Q
U
IC
K
 D
E
S
IG
N
 G
U
ID
E
 
(--T
H
IS
 S
E
C
T
IO
N
 D
O
E
S
 N
O
T
 P
R
IN
T
--) 
 
T
h
is P
o
w
e
rP
o
in
t 2
0
0
7
 te
m
p
la
te
 p
ro
d
u
c
e
s a
n
 A
0
 siz
e
 p
ro
fe
ssio
n
a
l  p
o
ste
r. It w
ill 
sa
v
e
 y
o
u
 v
a
lu
a
b
le
 tim
e
 p
la
c
in
g
 title
s, su
b
title
s, te
x
t, a
n
d
 g
ra
p
h
ic
s.  
 U
se
 it to
 c
re
a
te
 y
o
u
r p
re
se
n
ta
tio
n
. T
h
e
n
 se
n
d
 it to
 P
o
ste
rP
re
se
n
ta
tio
n
s.c
o
m
 fo
r 
p
re
m
iu
m
 q
u
a
lity, sa
m
e
 d
a
y
 a
ffo
rd
a
b
le
 p
rin
tin
g
. 
 W
e
 p
ro
v
id
e
 a
 se
rie
s o
f o
n
lin
e
 tu
to
ria
ls th
a
t w
ill g
u
id
e
 y
o
u
 th
ro
u
g
h
 th
e
 p
o
ste
r 
d
e
sig
n
 p
ro
c
e
ss a
n
d
 a
n
sw
e
r y
o
u
r p
o
ste
r p
ro
d
u
c
tio
n
 q
u
e
stio
n
s.  
 V
ie
w
 o
u
r o
n
lin
e
 tu
to
ria
ls a
t: 
 h
ttp
:/
/
b
it.ly
/
P
o
ste
r_
c
re
a
tio
n
_
h
e
lp
  
(c
o
p
y
 a
n
d
 p
a
ste
 th
e
 lin
k
 in
to
 y
o
u
r w
e
b
 b
ro
w
se
r). 
 F
o
r a
ssista
n
c
e
 a
n
d
 to
 o
rd
e
r y
o
u
r p
rin
te
d
 p
o
ste
r c
a
ll P
o
ste
rP
re
se
n
ta
tio
n
s.c
o
m
 a
t 
1
.8
6
6
.6
4
9
.3
0
0
4
 
  
O
b
je
c
t P
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
rs 
 
U
se
 th
e
 p
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
rs p
ro
v
id
e
d
 b
e
lo
w
 to
 a
d
d
 n
e
w
 e
le
m
e
n
ts to
 y
o
u
r p
o
ste
r: D
ra
g
 a
 
p
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
r o
n
to
 th
e
 p
o
ste
r a
re
a
, siz
e
 it, a
n
d
 c
lic
k
 it to
 e
d
it. 
 S
e
c
tio
n
 H
e
a
d
e
r p
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
r 
M
o
v
e
 th
is p
re
fo
rm
a
tte
d
 se
c
tio
n
 h
e
a
d
e
r p
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
r to
 th
e
 p
o
ste
r a
re
a
 to
 a
d
d
 
a
n
o
th
e
r se
c
tio
n
 h
e
a
d
e
r. U
se
 se
c
tio
n
 h
e
a
d
e
rs to
 se
p
a
ra
te
 to
p
ic
s o
r c
o
n
c
e
p
ts 
w
ith
in
 y
o
u
r p
re
se
n
ta
tio
n
.  
   T
e
x
t p
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
r 
M
o
v
e
 th
is p
re
fo
rm
a
tte
d
 te
x
t p
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
r to
 th
e
 p
o
ste
r to
 a
d
d
 a
 n
e
w
 b
o
d
y
 o
f 
te
x
t. 
   P
ic
tu
re
 p
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
r 
M
o
v
e
 th
is g
ra
p
h
ic
 p
la
c
e
h
o
ld
e
r o
n
to
 y
o
u
r p
o
ste
r, siz
e
 it first, a
n
d
 th
e
n
 c
lic
k
 it to
 
a
d
d
 a
 p
ic
tu
re
 to
 th
e
 p
o
ste
r. 
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O
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R
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0
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0
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u
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n
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A
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o
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S
tu
d
e
n
t d
isc
o
u
n
ts a
re
 a
v
a
ila
b
le
 o
n
 o
u
r F
a
c
e
b
o
o
k
 p
a
g
e
. 
G
o
 to
 P
o
ste
rP
re
se
n
ta
tio
n
s.c
o
m
 a
n
d
 c
lic
k
 o
n
 th
e
 F
B
 ic
o
n
.  
 
A
b
stract 
 
A
 n
ew
 3
0
 kW
 SkiYM
ET m
eteo
r rad
ar h
as b
een
 o
p
eratio
n
al at Tro
n
d
h
eim
, N
o
rw
ay (6
3
°N
, 1
0
°E) d
u
rin
g th
e w
in
ter o
f 
2
0
1
2
-1
3
. Th
e tran
sm
itter array is d
esign
ed
 to
 d
irect th
e m
ajo
rity o
f th
e rad
ar p
o
w
er in
to
 eigh
t b
eam
s at 4
5
° azim
u
th
 
in
crem
en
ts w
ith
 p
eak p
o
w
er aro
u
n
d
 3
5
° o
ff-zen
ith
. M
eteo
r co
u
n
t rates u
p
 to
 1
5
0
0
0
 p
er d
ay are o
b
served
 w
ith
 th
is 
system
. C
o
-lo
cated
 w
ith
 th
e rad
ar is an
 all-sky cam
era filtered
 to
 o
b
serve p
ertu
rb
atio
n
s in
 th
e h
yd
ro
xyl airglo
w
 layer 
d
u
e to
 gravity w
aves. H
igh
 tem
p
o
ral reso
lu
tio
n
 o
b
servatio
n
s reveal th
e h
o
rizo
n
tal w
avelen
gth
, am
p
litu
d
e an
d
 
p
ro
p
agatio
n
 sp
eed
 an
d
 d
irectio
n
 o
f gravity w
aves as th
ey p
ass th
ro
u
gh
 th
e airglo
w
 layer. D
u
rin
g clear-sky co
n
d
itio
n
s 
clearly-d
efin
ed
 gravity w
ave stru
ctu
re
 is freq
u
en
tly o
b
served
 in
 th
e h
yd
ro
xyl airglo
w
. W
e co
m
p
are th
e stren
gth
 an
d
 
d
irectio
n
 o
f gravity w
ave activity im
aged
 in
 th
e airglo
w
 w
ith
 e
stim
ates o
f th
e vertical flu
x o
f h
o
rizo
n
tal m
o
m
en
tu
m
 
d
erived
 fro
m
 th
e lin
e o
f sigh
t m
eteo
r d
rift p
ertu
rb
atio
n
 velo
cities o
b
served
 in
 th
e rad
ar. 
Tro
n
d
h
e
im
 m
ete
o
r rad
ar exam
p
le d
ata 
R
o
b
ert H
ib
b
in
s, R
o
sm
arie d
e W
it, Patrick Esp
y, N
ils K
o
ln
es, M
agn
u
s Sven
n
evik (N
TN
U
), 
G
ary Sw
en
so
n
, Fab
io
 V
argas (U
n
iv Illin
o
is) 
 
 
 
C
o
m
p
ariso
n
 o
f gravity w
ave
 m
o
m
e
n
tu
m
 flu
x o
b
se
rve
d
 b
y m
ete
o
r 
rad
ar an
d
 airglo
w
 im
age
r 
H
o
u
rly m
ean
 w
in
d
s can
 b
e d
erived
 fro
m
 th
e rad
ar b
etw
een
 ~7
4
 an
d
 1
0
5
 km
. H
ere an
 exam
p
le d
ay's d
ata is sh
o
w
n
 
as a co
n
to
u
r p
lo
t (left p
an
el) an
d
 as h
o
u
rly m
ean
 zo
n
al w
in
d
 d
erived
 fro
m
 th
e m
eteo
r trail d
rift velo
cities reco
rd
ed
 
b
etw
een
 7
0
-7
5
 km
, 8
7
-9
0
 km
 an
d
 9
9
-1
0
4
 km
 (righ
t p
an
el). 2
σ
 erro
r b
ars are sh
o
w
n
. C
learly d
efin
ed
 sem
id
iu
rn
al 
tid
es can
 b
e seen
 acro
ss th
e ran
ge o
f altitu
d
es.  
See h
ttp
://h
o
m
e.p
h
ys.n
tn
u
.n
o
/b
ru
kd
ef/p
ro
sjekter/atm
o
sfys/w
eb
-p
ages/SK
iYM
ET-flu
x.p
h
p
 fo
r m
o
re d
ata 
C
o
m
p
ariso
n
 w
ith
 airglo
w
 im
age
r d
ata 
W
e 
restrict 
o
u
r 
an
alysis 
to
 
m
eteo
r 
trail 
velo
cities 
reco
rd
ed
 
b
etw
een
 
altitu
d
es 
o
f 
8
3
 
an
d
 
9
1
 
km
 
to
 
co
in
cid
e w
ith
 th
e O
H
 airglo
w
 layer cen
tred
 aro
u
n
d
 
8
7
 ±
 4
 km
 altitu
d
e
. W
ith
in
 th
is lim
ited
 altitu
d
e
 ran
ge 
w
e 
typ
ically 
o
b
serve 
aro
u
n
d
 
4
0
0
0
 
in
d
ivid
u
al 
u
n
am
b
igu
o
u
s 
m
eteo
r 
ech
o
es 
p
er 
d
ay 
at 
zen
ith
 
an
gles less th
an
 6
0
°.  
Fitted
 h
o
u
rly m
ean
 h
o
rizo
n
tal w
in
d
 is su
b
tracted
 o
ff th
e u
n
am
b
igu
o
u
s lin
e-o
f-sigh
t 
m
eteo
r d
rift velo
cities reco
rd
ed
 d
u
rin
g th
at h
o
u
r, th
en
 th
e
 varian
ce
 in
 th
e resid
u
al lin
e 
o
f sigh
t  velo
cities o
f th
e m
eteo
rs reco
rd
ed
 in
 o
n
e azim
u
th
al d
irectio
n
 is su
b
tracted
 
fro
m
 
th
at 
reco
rd
ed
 
in
 
th
e 
o
p
p
o
site 
d
irectio
n
 
as 
a 
m
easu
re 
o
f 
th
e 
gravity 
w
ave
 
m
o
m
en
tu
m
 flu
x w
ith
in
 th
e airglo
w
 layer (e.g. V
in
cen
t &
 R
eid
 JA
S, 4
0
, 1
3
2
1
-1
3
3
3
, 1
9
8
3
). 
Th
e m
o
m
en
tu
m
 flu
x th
u
s d
erived
 can
 b
e co
m
p
ared
 w
ith
 w
ave activity o
b
served
 in
 th
e 
airglo
w
 im
ager d
u
rin
g clo
u
d
-free co
n
d
itio
n
s. 
C
ase
 stu
d
y: D
e
ce
m
b
e
r 3
rd 2
0
1
2
 
wave propagation direction  
N  NW  W  SW  S  SE  E  NE  N 
N
 
W
 
E S 
Th
e airglo
w
 im
ager is co
-lo
cated
 w
ith
 th
e m
eteo
r rad
ar. A
ll-sky O
H
 6
-2
 
vib
ratio
n
al 
b
an
d
 
d
ata 
are 
reco
rd
ed
 
th
ro
u
gh
 
a 
b
ro
ad
-b
an
d
 
N
IR
 
filter 
cen
tred
 
o
n
 
8
4
0
 
(±
2
0
) 
n
m
 
fo
r 
a 
9
0
 
s 
in
tegratio
n
 
rep
eated
 
every 
fo
u
r 
m
in
u
tes w
h
en
 th
e su
n
 is >1
0
° b
elo
w
 th
e h
o
rizo
n
. 
 D
u
rin
g th
e even
in
g o
f D
ecem
b
er 3
rd 2
0
1
2
 th
e airglo
w
 im
ager reco
rd
ed
 a 
clear q
u
asi-m
o
n
o
ch
ro
m
atic gravity w
ave p
ro
p
agatin
g to
w
ard
s th
e so
u
th
 
east. Th
e w
ave first ap
p
ears in
 th
e airglo
w
 im
ages at aro
u
n
d
 1
8
:0
0
 U
T an
d
 
p
ersists 
u
n
til 
ap
p
ro
xim
ately 
2
0
:3
0
 
U
T. 
P
rio
r 
to
 
1
8
:0
0
 
U
T 
n
o
 
stro
n
g 
h
o
rizo
n
tally-p
ro
p
agatin
g w
ave activity w
as o
b
served
 in
 th
e airglo
w
 im
ages. 
Th
e n
in
e p
an
els to
 th
e left sh
o
w
 fram
es fro
m
 th
e airglo
w
 im
ager sp
aced
 at 
ap
p
ro
xim
ately h
alf-h
o
u
r in
tervals b
etw
een
 1
6
:3
0
 an
d
 2
0
:3
0
 U
T. 
 Th
e b
o
tto
m
 p
an
el sh
o
w
s th
e n
et varian
ce in
 th
e resid
u
al lin
e-o
f-sigh
t 
m
eteo
r d
rift velo
cities as a fu
n
ctio
n
 o
f azim
u
th
al an
gle
 d
u
rin
g th
e 2
2
 h
o
u
rs 
b
etw
een
 0
1
:0
0
 U
T an
d
 2
3
:0
0
 U
T o
n
 3
rd D
ecem
b
er 2
0
1
2
. C
o
in
cid
en
t w
ith
 
th
e o
n
set o
f th
e SE p
ro
p
agatin
g gravity w
ave seen
 in
 th
e
 airglo
w
 im
ager is 
a b
u
rst o
f m
o
m
en
tu
m
 flu
x to
w
ard
s th
e SE d
irectio
n
 lastin
g ap
p
ro
xim
ately 
2
 h
o
u
rs b
etw
een
 1
8
:0
0
 an
d
 2
0
:0
0
 U
T. Th
e
 gravity w
ave p
ertu
rb
atio
n
s 
clearly seen
 in
 th
e O
H
 airglo
w
 layer are also
 seen
 to
 p
ertu
rb
 th
e in
d
ivid
u
al 
m
eteo
r trail lin
e-o
f-sigh
t velo
cities - m
o
st stro
n
gly in
 th
e d
irectio
n
 o
f w
ave
 
p
ro
p
agatio
n
.    
G
ravity w
ave
 activity d
u
rin
g th
e
 2
0
1
2
-1
3
 w
in
te
r 
P
relim
in
ary 
an
alysis 
o
f 
th
e 
gravity 
w
ave 
activity 
o
b
served
 
in
 
th
e 
lin
e-o
f-sigh
t 
m
eteo
r 
p
ertu
rb
atio
n
 
velo
cities 
th
ro
u
gh
o
u
t 
th
e 
2
0
1
2
-1
3
 
au
tu
m
n
 
an
d
 
w
in
ter w
ith
in
 th
e O
H
 airglo
w
 layer sh
o
w
s an
 in
crease 
in
 G
W
 varian
ce d
u
rin
g th
e early w
in
ter fo
llo
w
in
g an
 
au
tu
m
n
 m
in
im
u
m
 (to
p
 p
an
el). G
W
 d
irectio
n
s w
ith
in
 
th
is 
layer 
are 
typ
ically 
so
u
th
w
ard
s 
an
d
 
eastw
ard
s 
d
u
rin
g Sep
tem
b
er an
d
 O
cto
b
er tu
rn
in
g p
o
lew
ard
s b
y 
m
id
-w
in
ter.  
 Th
is 
m
id
-w
in
ter 
p
o
lew
ard
 
w
ave 
activity 
is 
also
 
rep
o
rted
 in
 airglo
w
 im
age
r d
ata reco
rd
ed
 d
u
rin
g th
e 
w
in
ters 
o
f 
2
0
0
1
-2
 
fro
m
 
H
alley 
statio
n
, 
A
n
tarctica 
(7
6
°S, 2
7
°W
) - N
ielsen
 et al., JA
STP
 7
1
, 9
9
1
–1
0
0
0
, 
2
0
0
9
. 
 Th
e 
effects 
o
f 
th
e 
2
0
1
3
 
su
d
d
en
 
strato
sp
h
eric 
w
arm
in
g o
n
 G
W
 m
o
m
en
tu
m
 flu
x in
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Figure A.1:
A copy of the presentation made for EGU 2013.
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Appendix B
Matlab code
B.1 Reading the data
function LesDataWT = LesDataWTD(x ) %Reads a data f i l e x , re turns a matix
%c a l l e d LesDataWT.
%Define format o f d a t a f i l e , ”%s” means s t r i n g column and ”%f ” means
%number ( doub le ) column . The ”∗” means ”don ’ t read ” .
format=’%s %s %∗s %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f ’ ;
% Open f i l e
f i d = fopen ( x ) ;
i f f i d == −1;
disp ( ’ Could not open f i l e ’ )
% Read f i l e s t a r t i n g from l i n e 30
else
C = text scan ( f i d , format , ’ HeaderLines ’ , 2 9 ) ;
C{1 ,2}= strrep (C{1 ,2} , ’ : ’ , ’ ’ ) ; %removes ”:” from the time s t r i n g
C{1 ,2}= str2doub l e (C{1 , 2} ) ; %conver t s time s t r i n g to a doub le
C{1 ,1}= strrep (C{1 ,1} , ’ / ’ , ’ ’ ) ; %removes ”/” from the date s t r i n g
C{1 ,1}= str2doub l e (C{1 , 1} ) ; %conver t s date s t r i n g to a doub le .
LesDataWT=ce l l 2mat (C) ; %conver t s the c e l l to a matrix .
end
c l o s e r e s u l t = fc lose ( f i d ) ;
i f c l o s e r e s u l t == 0
disp ( ’ F i l e c l o s ed ’ )
else
disp ( ’ F i l e not c l o s ed ’ )
end
end
B.2 Filtering the data
function FilterAmbigH = FilterAmbigHTheta (x , hmax , hmin )
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%F i l t e r s out Ambigous r e s u l t s , meteors ou t s i d e he i gh t i n t e r v a l l and meteors
%with a l a r g e r t h e t a than 60 degrees .
a = ( length ( x ( : , 8 ) ) ) ;
FilterAmbigH=[a , 1 6 ] ;
for i = 1 : a
i f x ( i ,9)== 1 && x( i ,4)<=hmax && x( i ,4)>=hmin && x( i ,7)<=60
for j = 1 :16
FilterAmbigH ( i , j )=x ( i , j ) ;
end
end
end
end
B.3 Fitting the background wind
function [ f i t r e s u l t , go f ] = c r e a t eSu r f a c eF i t (Xf , Yf , Vf )
%CREATESURFACEFIT(XF,YF,VF)
% Fi t sur face to data .
%
% Data fo r ’ Test s f ’ f i t :
% X Input : Xf
% Y Input : Yf
% Z Output : Vf
% Output :
% f i t r e s u l t : an s f i t o b j e c t r ep re s en t ing the f i t .
% go f : s t r u c t u r e with goodness−o f f i t i n f o .
%
% See a l s o FIT , SFIT .
% Auto−generated by MATLAB on 16−Oct−2012 11:43:59
%% Fit : ’ Test s f ’ .
[ xInput , yInput , zOutput ] = prepareSurfaceData ( Xf , Yf , Vf ) ;
% Set up f i t t y p e and opt ions .
f t = f i t t y p e ( ’+U.∗ s i n ( y )∗ cos ( x ) +V.∗ s i n ( y )∗ s i n ( x ) ’ , . . .
’ indep ’ , { ’ x ’ , ’ y ’ } , ’ depend ’ , ’ z ’ ) ;
opts = f i t o p t i o n s ( f t ) ;
opts . Display = ’ Off ’ ;
opts . Lower = [− Inf −Inf ] ;
opts . Star tPo int = [0 .616382333448512 0 .27293957962843 ] ;
opts . Upper = [ Inf Inf ] ;
% Fit model to data .
[ f i t r e s u l t , go f ] = f i t ( [ xInput , yInput ] , zOutput , f t , opts ) ;
%f i t r e s u l t
% Make contour p l o t .
%%f i g u r e ( ’Name’ , ’ Test s f ’ ) ;
%%h = p l o t ( f i t r e s u l t , [ xInput , yInput ] , zOutput , ’ S ty l e ’ , ’ Contour ’ ) ;
%%legend ( h , ’ Test s f ’ , ’Vf vs . Xf , Yf ’ , ’ Location ’ , ’ NorthEast ’ ) ;
% Label axes
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%%x l a b e l ( ’Xf ’ ) ;
%%y l a b e l ( ’Yf ’ ) ;
%%gr id on
B.4 Net directional variance and direction plots
F i l e s=dir ( ’ Da t a f i l e r ’ ) ; Folder=’ Da t a f i l e r \ ’ ; TotData = [ ] ;
hmin=83; hmax=91; h int =2; %Define he i gh t i n t e r v a l s i z e and
n=(hmax−hmin )/ h int ; %max and min he i gh t .
numberOfDays=234;
for i = 3 : numberOfDays+2; %Reads a l l the f i l e s .
CombStr=s t r c a t ( Folder , F i l e s ( i ) . name ) ;
Data=LesDataWTD(CombStr ) ;
Data ( : , 2 )=Data ( : , 2 )+( i −3)∗240000;
FData=FilterAmbigHTheta (Data , hmax , hmin ) ;
FData ( a l l (FData==0 ,2) , : )= [ ] ;
TotData=[TotData ; FData ] ; %Saves each day in a s i n g l e matrix .
end %I n i t i a l i s i n g v a r i a b l e s .
PHI00=(TotData ( : , 8 ) /360 )∗2∗ pi ;THETA00=(TotData ( : , 7 ) /360 )∗2∗ pi ;
LOS00=TotData ( : , 5 ) ;RANGE00=TotData ( : , 3 ) ;HEIGHT00=TotData ( : , 4 ) ;
T0=TotData ( : , 2 ) ;U=zeros (24∗numberOfDays , n ) ;V=zeros (24∗numberOfDays , n ) ;
VAR0=zeros (8 ,24∗numberOfDays ) ;VAR1=zeros (8 ,24∗numberOfDays ) ;
AVGVAR=zeros (8 , numberOfDays ) ;GOF=zeros (24∗numberOfDays , n ) ;
T=zeros ( length (LOS00 ) , 1 ) ;X=zeros ( length (LOS00 ) , 1 ) ;
Y=zeros ( length (LOS00 ) , 1 ) ; DELTALOS=zeros ( length (LOS00 ) , 1 ) ;
PHI0=zeros ( length (PHI00 ) , 1 ) ;THETA0=zeros ( length (PHI00 ) , 1 ) ;
LOS0=zeros ( length (PHI00 ) , 1 ) ;RANGE0=zeros ( length (PHI00 ) , 1 ) ;
f lag=0;
N=zeros ( 8 , 1 ) ; L=0;n=1;
figure ;
for l = 1 : n %Sort h e i gh t in to h in t km i n t e r v a l s
HH=find (HEIGHT00<=(hmin+hint ∗ l ) & HEIGHT00 >=((hmin−hint )+hint ∗ l ) ) ;
PHI0(HH)=PHI00 (HH) ;
THETA0(HH)=THETA00(HH) ;
LOS0(HH)=LOS00(HH) ;
RANGE0(HH)=RANGE00(HH) ;
T(HH)=T0(HH) ;
for k = 1:24∗numberOfDays %Step hour by hour , f i nd i n g inde c i e s .
BB=find (T<=(2+k)∗10000 & T>(k−1)∗10000 & T˜=0);
CC=find (T<=(k+1)∗10000 & T>(k )∗10000 ) ;
i f length (BB)<=1; %Keep t rac k s o f d i scont inuous data .
f lag=f lag+1;
cont inue
end %Store corresponding v a r i a b l e s :
PHI=PHI0(BB) ;
THETA=THETA0(BB) ;
LOS=LOS0(BB) ;
RANGE=RANGE0(BB) ;
PHI1=PHI0(CC) ;
THETA1=THETA0(CC) ;
LOS1=LOS0(CC) ;
RANGE1=RANGE0(CC) ; %Make the f i t :
[ f i t r e s u l t , go f ] = c r e a t eSu r f a c eF i t (PHI ,THETA,LOS) ;
U(k , l )= f i t r e s u l t .U;
V(k , l )= f i t r e s u l t .V;
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L=L+length (CC) ;
i f k == 696∗n %This g e t s the number o f meteors in
N(n)=L ; %each month and saves i t in N.
L=0;
n=n+1;
end
for j = 1 : length (CC) ; %Removes the f i t t e d backg . wind :
DELTALOS(CC( j ))=LOS1( j )−(U(k , l )∗ sin (THETA1( j ) )∗ cos (PHI1( j ) ) . . .
+V(k , l )∗ sin (THETA1( j ) )∗ sin (PHI1( j ) ) ) ;
X(CC( j ))= sin (THETA1( j ) )∗ cos (PHI1( j ) )∗RANGE1( j ) ;
Y(CC( j ))= sin (THETA1( j ) )∗ sin (PHI1( j ) )∗RANGE1( j ) ;
end
end
T=zeros ( length (PHI00 ) , l ) ;
end
for k =1:24∗numberOfDays %Steps through hour by hour again
BB=find (T0<=(2+k)∗10000 & T0>=(k−1)∗10000);
DELTALOS3=DELTALOS(BB) ; %Find corresponding per t . l o s v e l o c i t y
X3=X(BB) ;
PHI1=PHI00 (BB) ;
LOS3=LOS00(BB) ;
Y3=Y(BB) ;
for i =1:4 %Steps through h a l f o f the d i r e c t i o n s
AA=find (PHI1<=(pi /4)∗(3+ i ) & PHI1>=(i −1)∗(pi / 4 ) ) ;%Taking four and
CC=zeros ( length (PHI1 ) , 1 ) ; %four s l i c e s each time .
CC(AA)=PHI1(AA) ; %Get inde c i e s from ha l f o f the sky .
DD=PHI1−CC;
EE=find (DD˜=0); %Get inde c i e s f o r o ther h a l f o f sky .
DELTALOS00=DELTALOS3(AA) ; %Get the corresponding per t . l o s ve lo ’ s .
DELTALOS000=DELTALOS3(EE) ;
NETVAR=var (DELTALOS00)−var (DELTALOS000 ) ;
VAR0( i , k)=NETVAR; %Stores the c a l c u l a t e d NETVAR’ s in a
VAR0( i +4,k)=−NETVAR; %matrix .
LOS1=LOS3(AA) ;
LOS2=LOS3(EE) ;
NETVAR1=var (LOS1)−var (LOS2 ) ;%NETVAR without removing backgr . wind .
VAR1( i , k)=NETVAR1;
VAR1( i +4,k)=−NETVAR1;
NETVAR=0;NETVAR1=0; %re s e t v a r i a b l e s .
end
end
d i r e c t i onMat r i x2=zeros ( numberOfDays ∗24 , 1 ) ;
for i =1:numberOfDays∗24 %Make the array f o r the d i r e c t i on p l o t s
[ x , y]=max(VAR0( : , i ) ) ;
d i r e c t i onMat r i x2 ( i )=y ;
end
%Plo t t i n g rou t ine s f o r Net var iance
%p l o t s and d i r e c t i on p l o t s
contour f (VAR0, 1 5 ) ; xlabel ( ’Time(Hours ) ’ ) ; ylabel ( ’ Azimuthal ang le ( deg . ) ’ ) ;
set (gca , ’ YTickLabel ’ , ’ 45 |90 N|135 |180 W|225 |270 S |315 |0 E ’ )
axis on
grid o f f
figure ;
plot ( d i r ec t ionMatr ix2 , ’ o ’ ) ;
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B.5 Log normal daily averaged total variance
plots
F i l e s=dir ( ’ Da t a f i l e r ’ ) ; Folder=’ Da t a f i l e r \ ’ ; %The f i r s t 50 l i n e s are
TotData = [ ] ; %exca c t l y the same as f o r
hmin=83; hmax=91; h int =2;n=(hmax−hmin )/ h int ; %the NetVar s c r i p t .
numberOfDays=234;
for i = 3 : numberOfDays+2;
CombStr=s t r c a t ( Folder , F i l e s ( i ) . name ) ;
Data=LesDataWTD(CombStr ) ;
Data ( : , 2 )=Data ( : , 2 )+( i −3)∗240000;
FData=FilterAmbigHTheta (Data , hmax , hmin ) ;
FData ( a l l (FData==0 ,2) , : )= [ ] ;
TotData=[TotData ; FData ] ;
end
PHI00=(TotData ( : , 8 ) /360 )∗2∗ pi ;THETA00=(TotData ( : , 7 ) /360 )∗2∗ pi ;
LOS00=(TotData ( : , 5 ) ) ;RANGE00=TotData ( : , 3 ) ; T0=TotData ( : , 2 ) ;
HEIGHT00=TotData ( : , 4 ) ; L=length (LOS00 ) ;
U=zeros (24∗numberOfDays , n ) ;V=zeros (24∗numberOfDays , n ) ;
VAR=zeros (24∗numberOfDays , 1 ) ;VAR1=zeros (24∗numberOfDays , 1 ) ;
t =1:1:24∗numberOfDays ; d=1:1 : numberOfDays ;AVGVAR=zeros ( numberOfDays , 1 ) ;
T=zeros (L , 1 ) ; X=zeros (L , 1 ) ; Y=zeros (L , 1 ) ; DELTALOS=zeros (L , 1 ) ;
PHI0=zeros (L , 1 ) ;THETA0=zeros (L , 1 ) ; LOS0=zeros (L , 1 ) ;RANGE0=zeros (L , 1 ) ;
f l a g 1 =0; f l a g 2 =0;
for l = 1 : n
HH=find (HEIGHT00<=(hmin+hint ∗ l ) & HEIGHT00 >=((hmin−hint )+hint ∗ l ) ) ;
PHI0(HH)=PHI00 (HH) ;
THETA0(HH)=THETA00(HH) ;
LOS0(HH)=LOS00(HH) ;
RANGE0(HH)=RANGE00(HH) ;
T(HH)=T0(HH) ;
for k = 1:24∗numberOfDays
BB=find (T<=(2+k)∗10000 & T>(k−1)∗10000 & T˜=0);
CC=find (T<=(k+1)∗10000 & T>(k )∗10000 ) ;
i f length (BB)<=1;
f l a g 1=f l a g 1 +1;
cont inue
end
PHI=PHI0(BB) ;
THETA=THETA0(BB) ;
LOS=LOS0(BB) ;
RANGE=RANGE0(BB) ;
PHI1=PHI0(CC) ;
THETA1=THETA0(CC) ;
LOS1=LOS0(CC) ;
RANGE1=RANGE0(CC) ;
[ f i t r e s u l t , go f ] = c r e a t eSu r f a c eF i t (PHI ,THETA,LOS) ;
U(k , l )= f i t r e s u l t .U;
V(k , l )= f i t r e s u l t .V;
for j = 1 : length (CC) ;
DELTALOS(CC( j ))=LOS1( j )−(U(k , l )∗ sin (THETA1( j ) )∗ cos (PHI1( j ) )+ . . .
V(k , l )∗ sin (THETA1( j ) )∗ sin (PHI1( j ) ) ) ;
X(CC( j ))= sin (THETA1( j ) )∗ cos (PHI1( j ) )∗RANGE1( j ) ;
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Y(CC( j ))= sin (THETA1( j ) )∗ sin (PHI1( j ) )∗RANGE1( j ) ;
end
end
T=zeros ( length (PHI00 ) , l ) ;
end %Same as f o r NETVAR aswe l l
for k=1:24∗numberOfDays
BB=find (T0<=(2+k)∗10000 & T0>=(k−1)∗10000);
i f length (BB)<=1;
f l a g 2=f l a g 2 +1;
end
DELTALOS3=DELTALOS(BB) ;
LOS3=LOS00(BB) ;
VAR(k)=var (DELTALOS3) ; %Gets t o t a l var iance in per t . l o s v e l o c i t y .
VAR1(k)=var (LOS3 ) ;
end
VAR2=log (VAR) ; %Take l o g to be ab l e to average .
for m = 1 : numberOfDays %Average var iance .
AVGVAR(m)=mean(VAR2(1+(m−1)∗24:24∗m) ) ;
end
AVGVAR1=exp(AVGVAR) ; %Take exponen t i a l to ge t averaged var iance
figure ; plot ( t ,VAR) ; xlim ( [ 0 24∗numberOfDays ] ) ;
figure ; hist (VAR) ;
figure ; plot (d ,AVGVAR1, ’∗− ’ ) ; yl im ( [ 5 0 2 6 0 ] ) ;
B.6 Average monthly vector plots
VAR( isnan (VAR) )= [ ] ;
l = length (VAR) ;
complexWindVector=zeros ( l , 1 ) ;
d i r e c t i onMatr ixAng l e s=zeros ( l , 1 ) ;
%Makes the inde c i e s in d i r ec t i onMatr i x in to radians , 0 to 2 p i .
for i = 1 :8
i n d i c i e s=find ( d i r e c t i onMatr i x2==i ) ;
d i r e c t i onMatr ixAng l e s ( i n d i c i e s )=(pi /2)+( i −1)∗(pi /4 ) ;
end
clear i ;
%Makes a complex number f o r each hour to make i t p o s s i b l e to average .
for j = 1 : l
complexWindVector ( j )=VAR( j )∗ ( cos ( d i r e c t i onMatr ixAng l e s ( j ) )+ . . .
i ∗ sin ( d i r e c t i onMatr ixAng l e s ( j ) ) ) ;
end
%Averges 696 hours or 29 days f o r each i t t e r a t i o n . Also g e t t i n g the
%standard dev i t a i on and standar error o f the x and y .
for k = 1 :8
monthlyMeanComplexNo (k)=mean( complexWindVector (1+(k−1)∗696:k ∗696 , 1 ) ) ;
standardDx1 (k)=std ( real ( complexWindVector (1+(k−1)∗696:k ∗696 , 1 ) ) ) ;
standardDy1 (k)=std ( imag( complexWindVector (1+(k−1)∗696:k ∗696 , 1 ) ) ) ;
standardEx1 (k)=(std ( real ( complexWindVector (1+(k−1)∗696:k ∗ 6 9 6 , 1 ) ) ) ) . . .
/sqrt ( 6 9 6 ) ;
standardEy1 (k)=(std ( imag( complexWindVector (1+(k−1)∗696:k ∗ 6 9 6 , 1 ) ) ) ) . . .
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/sqrt ( 6 9 6 ) ;
x1 (k)=mean( real ( complexWindVector (1+(k−1)∗696:k ∗696 , 1 ) ) ) ;
y1 (k)=mean( imag( complexWindVector (1+(k−1)∗696:k ∗696 , 1 ) ) ) ;
end
%Plo t s the v e c t o r s with the standard error in x and y .
quiver ( x1 , y1 , ’b ’ , ’ l i n ew id th ’ , 2 ) ;
hold on
quiver ( x1+standardEx1 , y1+standardEy1 , ’b : ’ , ’ l i n ew id th ’ , 0 . 5 ) ;
quiver ( x1−standardEx1 , y1−standardEy1 , ’b : ’ , ’ l i n ew id th ’ , 0 . 5 ) ;
quiver ( x1+standardEx1 , y1−standardEy1 , ’b : ’ , ’ l i n ew id th ’ , 0 . 5 ) ;
quiver ( x1−standardEx1 , y1+standardEy1 , ’b : ’ , ’ l i n ew id th ’ , 0 . 5 ) ;
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